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Andrea Nederveld: The other interesting study along these lines is the "Moving to Opportunity Study". 

Erica Kitzman: This research points to the importance of information, power, and resource sharing 

Andrea Nederveld: The traditional questions was always "do you feel safe in your home?". Obviously that 
leaves out other types of violence and could not even be understood to be related to 
interpersonal violence. 

Andrea Nederveld: Dually eligible people generally are facing poverty and either disabled or elderly. 

Mason Hohstadt: I like the ideas around using this to forward equity. Meeting people where they are, 
allowing them agency in their decisions, and being available if they decide to use the 
care coordination. 

Erica Kitzman: It's also important to ask underrepresented and at risk folks who/where they won't go 
to for services. And then to ask why. 

Erica Kitzman: ^^^Mason, truth. Forced psychiatric care for suicidality for instance, or the 
requirement to be sober or free from drugs before receiving certain types of services, 
that's a huge barrier. 

Erica Kitzman: I would like to join 

Joanna Robbins: Thank you! 

Erica Kitzman: This was a fabulous presentation. Thank you!!! 

Kathryn Jantz: This is my email should anyone want it: Kathryn.jantz@rmhp.org 

Andrea Nederveld: Tobacco 

Kelsey Fife Duarte: Evaluation link: https://ucdenver.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_eCMNDo6zBJBXGwm  

Joanna Robbins: Thank you so much!! 

Katy Maxwell: Thank you so much! All of this was excellent 

Mary, RHC|TCHNet: Thank you- this was GREAT! 

Mason Hohstadt: Thank you! 

Jennifer Daniels: Thank you! 
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